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Abstract: In current projects, many garages were built after the main structure finished. However, the excavation of garage foundation not only changed the bearing capacity modification by depth, but also makes the soil pressure along the
two sides become different. And thus the stress condition of the main building foundations is changed. The change of
stress condition affects the stability of main structure directly. Based on the stress condition of high buildings foundation
after one side excavation, the change of settlement under the eccentric action was studied. The change of settlement makes
the tilt turning appear and thus makes the overturning resistance moment change. The dynamic principle of stability safety
factors were also investigated in this paper. The effect of settlement affected by the change of stress condition was considered in the stability analysis of high building. This new method can better and truly evaluate the effect of excavation of
foundation on the stability of overturning resistance than the traditional method considering only the static load-carrying
capability. The operation of the new method is stronger in the project application for its clear mechanism.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At present, along with the rapid increase in urban construction, various requirements of the construction of underground garage in residential areas have been realized. In accordance with the requirements of engineering construction,
it is more reasonable that the main structure, the podium and
the garage are constructed simultaneously. But for various
reasons, in real projects, many podium and garages have
been built after the main structure is finished, which inevitably involves the main structure stability evaluation problem
after the excavation of foundation pit. It is common that the
main structure uses the natural foundation or composite
foundation. After excavating of the garage foundation at one
side of the main structure, the bearing capacity modification
by depth of the main structure will be weaken or even becomes zero. The first problem we should be considered is the
bearing capacity of the foundation of the established main
structure (i.e. strength problems). Once the excavation depth
of the garage exceeds the position of basement, the situation
will become more complicated. Secondly, the soil pressure
differences under the main structure will appear after one
side excavation of the foundation pit of garage. And also, the
stress conditions of the main structure foundation will be
changed. The soil additional stress of foundation was
changed correspondingly. Further, the compressible deformation of foundation may be changed. All of these changes
will make the foundation have a tendency to tilt, which leads
to the change of overturning resistance moment. During this
process, the overall stability safety factor of high buildings
will be changed.
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For many projects used natural foundation or composite
foundation, only the bearing capacity modification by depth
of the main structure is considered. The effect of stability of
the main structure usually is ignored. Or, the effect would be
considered from the view of static analysis. The effect of soil
pressure difference along the two sides of the main structure
caused by excavation of the podium and the garage, was not
paid much attention by most researchers. Therefore, how to
evaluate the overall stability of the main structure reasonably
became a hot and difficult problem which involved the use
of foundation supporting and soil reinforcement during excavation of the garage foundation pit. And no matter what
kind of technology is adopted, the economical and secure
issues should be involved. Focused on the overall stability of
foundation, the standard [1] gives clear requirements of the
foundation stability. Many researchers [2-6] had published
related papers. Bodaqhi [7] and Chu [8] studied the stability
of the flexible foundation using the theory method by changing the parameters of foundation and material properties. Ma
[9], Feng [10], Devolder [11] and Chem [12] analyzed the
process of excavation. However, most researchers focused
on the strength and bearing capacity, and fewer researchers
considered the coordination between the deformation and
stress of foundation. Some researchers [13-16] had studied
the design of foundation of high buildings. Based on the horizontal stress conditions of high buildings foundation after
one side excavation, the change of settlement under the eccentric action was studied. The tilt turning and the overturning resistance moment due to the change of settlement were
investigated. The dynamic principle of stability safety factors
were also investigated in this paper. The dynamic analysis of
stability of high buildings considered the effects of settlement affected by the horizontal stress condition, can better
evaluate the effect of excavation of foundation on the stabil2015 Bentham Open
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ity of overturning resistance compared with the traditional
method considering the static load-carrying capability. This
new method with clear mechanism has better practical application in the project.
2.
STABILITY
STRESS

EVALUATION

CONSIDERING

What has to be illustrated first is that the overturning resistance of the high buildings considered in this paper, refers
to direction of the foundation width. Assume that no eccentric and no eccentricity existed, that is to say the point of the
resultant force G produced by various combinations in the
main structure initially is in the center of the cross section,
and the vertical force goes through the center of the basement. At the same time, if we assume that the stiffness of
main structure and foundation is large enough, settlement is
uniform. The pressure distributed evenly is equal to reaction
acts in a contrary direction. The soil pressures along the two
sides of buildings are also equal in size and opposite in direction. At this time, the forces balance, and the moment
produced by forces around A also balance, as shown in
Fig. (1).

Fig. (2). Eccentric action of net soil pressure under excavation.

At the same time, as shown in Fig. (2), the uniform reaction under the basement becomes uneven reaction. The point
of the resultant force of the basement migrates to the excavation point A and produces eccentricity

e2 =

M 2 F2 H 2
=
G
G

(1)

The overall safety factor can be expressed as follows:

b
b
G
M
K=
=2 = 2
M 2 e2 G e2

(2)

In general, if e2 calculated by equation (1) is less than or
equal to b/2, the K is greater than or equal to 1 and the main
body’s safety is judged by the overturning resistance theory.
While, the analysis is only based on the view of the static,
and no change of additional stress and additional deformation were considered due to the stress change. Obviously,
the coordination of stress and deformation was not considered.
Fig. (1). Foundation of high buildings without excavation.

The overturning moment of the main structure M1 was
equal to zero. The overturning resistance moment produced
by the upper resultant force G around A was shown as follows:

M=

b
G
2

The overall stability safety factor of main body was
shown as follows:

b
G
M 2
K=
=
=!
M1
0
Safety factor was "infinite". After excavation of one side
foundation pit, the soil pressure along the two sides of the
main structure produces pressure difference. The overturning
moment produced by net earth pressure around point A can
be expressed as follows:

M 2 = F2 ·H 2

3. STABILITY EVALUATION CONSIDERING DEFORMATION
After the excavation of one side podium foundation pit,
the uniform pressure of foundation as shown in Fig. (1),
changed to non-uniform eccentric pressure as shown in
Fig. (2), due to the difference of soil pressure. The distribution we assumed as uniform would become trapezoidal or
triangular. According to the principle of soil mechanics, the
additional stress increased accordingly at the side with larger
foundation pressure (i.e. the side of excavation) and the settlement has a tendency to increase. While the additional
stress decreased at the side with smaller foundation pressure,
the settlement has a tendency to decrease and even rebound.
That is to say, the uniform deformation caused by original
uniform stress has a tendency to change. The settlement of
foundation will change with the change of the stress of the
basement. Foundation no longer remains horizontal. In this
case: (1) A rotation of high buildings along with the foundation may appear with a direction tilt to one side of the foundation pit of garage; (2) At the moment of the foundation
rotation, a potential slip line with a certain angle to the hori-
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zontal line along the foundation surface will appear (as
shown in Fig. (4)).
Firstly, the rotational trend of foundation is inevitable
and the extent of the rotation obviously associates with characters of foundation. In general, the pile foundation can better resist the non-uniform pressure under foundation using
the capacity of compression and pullout. The capacity of
composite foundation takes second, and the capacity of natural foundation may be the worst. Especially, lateral restraint
of the ground soil under the main foundation will be decreased after the excavation of foundation pit. The modulus
of foundation soil may be damaged. All of these changes
will reduce the resistance ability of rotational deformation of
foundation.
Secondly, main body also has a tendency of slipping to
the direction of foundation pit excavation along with the
potential sliding line under the component force F31 of horizontal soil force and component force G1 of force G. All
these component forces had an effect on the ability of the
slip resistance. If the foundation is pile foundation, a shear
force will exist. The condition of pile will be either a state of
pull-shear or compression-shear stress.
Due to the complexity of geotechnical engineering, even
if pile foundation is used, an obvious rotation of foundation
and sliding may occur. If the bearing capacity of pile (especially the pipe pile) exceeds, the tensile shear failure of
foundation piles may occur first. Larger rotation and sliding
of the body structure will be produced. An extreme case such
as floor collapsing may occur.
Based on the above analysis, after the soil pressure difference and overturning moment is occurred, the stress of
main body foundation is eccentric. In this case, the additional effects of overturning moment and the rotation tendency
caused by the eccentric force on the stability of main body
foundation will be ignored if the traditional static loading
analysis was used. In fact, the stability evaluation of a high
building and the foundation should be a process in which the
stress and deformation are combined for interplay of harmonization between each other. But because of the complexity
of geotechnical engineering, the overall stability of stress
and deformation of the foundation could not get better unification consideration. At this stage, the more effective way
was simulation such as the finite element methods [6]. However, the reliability excessively depends on the constitutive
model and the initial data. So, the simulation method has
great limitations and is not easy to be mastered by engineers.
In practical engineering, the analysis method of overall stability considering deformation was needed based on classical
mechanics. This new method with the clear concept in stress
and coordination and control in deformation, was easy to be
understood and applied for engineers in the engineering application.
4. EXAMPLE ANALYSIS
In order to simplify the analysis, no further analysis of
the foundation was presented. Only the changes of stability
coefficient of main structure after the foundation rotation
occurred were considered. As shown in Fig. (3), assumes
that the eccentricity e3 = b/6 be produced, because of net
earth pressure increased from zero to the F3 after excavation.
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According to the principles of soil mechanics, the uniform
rectangular stress distribution of basement with stress=G/b
becomes a triangular distribution with fmax = 2 G/b and
fmin = 0.

Fig. (3). Counterforce of basement about triangular distribution.

Assuming that no rotation of the main structure occurred
and foundation was keep horizontally, the generated eccentric moment can be expressed as follows:

M 3 = F3 ! H 3 = e3 ! G =

b
!G
6

Therefore, the overturning moment produced by net soil
b
pressure F3 is G . And the overturning resistance moment
6
b
of the main structure is G .
2
At this moment，the overall stability safety factor is:

b
G
2
K3 =
=3
b
G
6
This above numerical example was known by many geotechnical engineers.
As mentioned above，traditional methods focus on the
force analysis, the calculation and balance of force, and moment, while the deformation due to the change of the force
was ignored. No attention was paid to the effect of the nonuniform deformation on the overall stability of the main
structure. In fact, in this case, the weaker the foundation was,
the greater the settlement difference of foundation under the
same overturning moment was produced and the larger the
angle to the horizontal plane was. The overall stability safety
factor of the structure was no longer 3 and will vary with the
tilt angle.
In this example, the regional pressure of point A increased two times of the original. The additional stress of
foundation was increased accordingly. Thus, the additional
settlement will be generated downward. The regional pressure of point B was decreased to zero and the additional
stress of the foundation was also reduced. An upward rebound will appear. The foundation represented by AB will
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rotate around a point between the two points. The rotation
angle or amplitude was not only related to the additional
stress of the foundation, but also related to the compression
modulus of foundation soil. But the final result was that a
rotation in the direction of foundation pit excavation occurred.

tion after tilting. The direction of force G kept vertically
downward but not vertical to foundation side AB. The angle
to the original direction was α. The actual arm of overturning resistance force could be derived by:

b
H
L = ( ! tg" # ) cos "
2
2

The existing research and practice shows that the settlement calculation of high building relies on the compression
modulus (or deformation) of the foundation soil. For the rebound deformation, the rebound deformation modulus will
be involved. The rotation analysis of foundation would be
complex if analyzed based on this aspect. By changing the
way of thinking, the differential settlement between A and B
can be calculated referring to the triangle load on rectangular
area listed on standard [1]. The method calculated not only
the resilience but also the settlement directly, and was more
reasonable and well operational at the stage of the main
structure capping and the settlement not finished yet. Then,
the stability safety factor calculated based on loading was
changed when considering the rotation angle of foundation
produced by the differential settlement.

=

b
H
(1! tg" # ) cos "
2
b

=

b
(1! tg" # m) cos "
2

(3)

Divided by the width of foundation b at both sides of the
above equation, the unit overturning resistance force arm n
could be obtained:

n=

L 1
= (1 # tg! " m) cos !
b 2

where 0≤ ! ≤arctg (

(4)

1
), m is the height to width ratio of the
m

building.
The values of n varied with the inclination angle α and
the values of m could be calculated using Equation (4). The
results were listed in Table 1.
Here, the height to width ratio m equals to 1,2,3,4,5,6
was considered respectively to investigate the change of unit
overturning resistance force arm n with the increase of the
inclination angle α. At the ! ranged from 0° to 45°, as shown
in Table 1, n decreases monotonously with the increase of
! . And the bigger the height to width ratios m are, the faster
the decrease in n, and the smaller the inclination angle allowed. Obviously, overturning resistance arm L has physical
meaning within 0~0.5b. The overturning resistance moment
of G related to point A also changes with a trend of decrease.
Fig. (4). Inclination of high buildings.

M=

As shown in Fig. (4), assuming that the rotation was
around the point A, AB has an angle with horizontal direcTable 1.

b
(1! tg" # m) cos " # G
2

(5)

Values of n and m with different Angles of α.
m

1

2

3

4

5

6

5

0.45

0.41

0.37

0.32

0.28

0.24

10

0.41

0.32

0.23

0.15

0.06

-0.03

15

0.35

0.22

0.09

-0.03

-0.16

-0.29

20

0.30

0.13

-0.04

-0.21

-0.38

-0.56

25

0.24

0.03

-0.18

-0.39

-0.60

-0.81

30

0.18

-0.07

-0.32

-0.57

-0.82

-1.07

35

0.12

-0.16

-0.45

-0.74

-1.02

-1.31

40

0.06

-0.26

-0.58

-0.90

-1.22

-1.54

45

0.00

-0.35

-0.71

-1.06

-1.41

-1.77

α
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The overturning moment was the same as above:

3.5
α=1°

b
M 3 = e3 ! G = ! G
6

Assuming that the tilt value of main structure of the high
building with weight to width ratio m equals to 1,2,3,4,5,6
reached allowable value of 0.0025 (60<Hg≤100=of standard
[1] respectively (i.e. tg α =0.0025, cos α ≈1), substitute to
Equation (5), we could get K4=2.9925 (m=1), 2.985 (m=2),
2.9775 (m=3), 2.97 (m=4), 2.9625 (m=5), 2.955 (m=6) separately. All the results demonstrated that the overall stability
safety coefficients considered that the deformations were
less than safety factor (K3 = 3) which were calculated using
the traditional method which only considered the stress.
The results of calculated safe factors when the angle α
ranged from 0 to 10 , are shown in Fig. (5). Fig. (5) presents that once the rotation was produced by the non-uniform
deformation, the overturning resistance moments of main
structure will decrease with the increase of the inclination
angle. Meanwhile, the larger the height to width ratios was,
the more the reduction of overturning resistance moment
was. Finally, the overall overturning resistance stability safety factor with a non-fixed value was changed with the generation of the foundation tilting and is related to the height to
width ratios (as shown in Fig. (6)).
3.5

safety factor K

3
2.5
2
m=1
m=2
m=3
m=4
m=5
m=6

1
0.5
0

-0.5

0

2

3

4

6

8

10

12

tilt angle α/°

safety factor K

(6)

The overturning resistance stability safety factor could be
expressed as follows:
b
(1-tg! " m)cos! " G
2
K4 =
= 3(1# tg! " m)cos!
(7)
b
G
6

1.5
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6

8
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Fig. (6). Variation of Safety Factor with Depth-to-Width Ratios

CONCLUSION
As stated above, the soil pressure difference was produced due to excavation of foundation pit of podium and
garage at the side of high buildings. And the non-uniform
pressure and additional stress of foundation appeared. The
foundation of main structure had a trend to rotate. The value
of inclination angle α of high building was not only had the
relationship with the value of net lateral earth pressure, but
also related to the compression modulus of foundation soil
ranged of the foundation pressure. The compression modulus
of foundation soil in different categories is also affected by
the damage of compression modulus caused by the change of
lateral resistance after excavation. And because of the potential slip line with a certain angle to the horizontal line caused
by the foundation rotation, a sliding force of the main structure along the line was produced under the downward action
of the earth pressure and the downward component of sliding
force. In a word, the effect on high buildings caused by excavation of the garage foundation pit on one side could not
be ignored. The change of safety stability factor of overturning resistance was a complex and dynamic process controlled by many factors. This change was the coordinated
development process of stress and deformation conditions.
Further researches are needed to be done in the future. The
analysis in our research was focused on from the structure
stress to the deformation of foundation. The new thought
with clear mechanism has stronger operational application
for the project. Based on these analyses, a new idea about the
evaluation of overall overturning resistance stability of high
building after the excavation of foundation was proposed in
this paper.

Fig. (5). Variation of Safety Factor with Inclination Angles.
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